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 As a designer, I am a firm believer in creating a bold statement. In order to 
create a clean design, you must also “un-design,” removing any elements that are 
unnecessary. With design I am able to form an underlying grid, where every element 
finds itself aligned with another element or shape on the page. I often simplify objects 
into their most basic elements in order to create an interesting, uncluttered design.  
 I utilize type in a large amount of my work. I enjoy typography as an art as well 
as a means of communication. By contrasting bold type with thinner alternatives one 
can lead the viewer’s eye throughout the page. Highlighting important information in 
a contrasting font can create an interesting design element to designate a bold focal 
point on the page to draw the viewer into the piece.  
 I begin a piece by sketching out some basic layouts by hand. This helps me to 
get an idea of the best way to align the information in an eye- catching way while 
remaining legible and easy for the viewer to follow and it also allows me to get out all 
of my ideas while building off of others. After I have worked out these ideas manually, 
I bring them to life on the computer. During this process I will often find that my 
original idea on paper does not perfectly translate when the exact proportions are 
presented. The layouts are adjusted to the needs of the design. My favorite software 
is Photoshop because it allows for alignment as well as many tools such as filters and 
effects in order to achieve the perfect project allowing for endless inspiration and 
possibilities.  
 When creating my designs I begin with establishing which piece of information 
should be the focal point of the piece. I then place the other elements on the page 
asymmetrically aligning with specific points on the focal point, as well as aligning with 
the other images and text used throughout the piece. I believe that the best designs 
appear to have their components distributed randomly throughout the page; but one 
finds that every element is specifically aligned to another found in the piece.  
 My work describes me as an artist as well as a person. As a stubborn 
perfectionist, my designs reflect my personality by carefully placing components in 
relation to one another while maintaining an edginess that makes them unique. I have 
always attempted to add an element of my eccentricity into my work to show a piece 
of myself through my designs. In something as simple as my magazine spread, 
although it is extremely precise and technical, I tried to use bold and colorful photos 
to liven the design and show my personality. However, I believe that a design must 
ultimately speak for its self to be considered truly successful. If I have done a good job 
on my work, my personality should be able to shine through the typography and 
reflect me as a designer.  



 

 Title Media Original Format 

Figure 1: Beer Packaging Digital Illustration Digital, 11 x 17 

Figure 2: Gemini Celebrities Digital Illustration Mixed Media, 11 x 17 

Figure 3: Football Magazine Spread Digital Illustration Digital, 17 x 11 

Figure 4: Logo and Rack Card for PYCH Digital Illustration Digital, 11 x 17 

Figure 5: PYCH Poster 1 Digital Illustration Mixed Media, 11 x 17 

Figure 6: PYCH Poster 2 Digital Illustration Mixed Media, 11 x 17 

Figure 7: PYCH Poster 3 Digital Illustration Mixed Media, 11 x 17 

Figure 8: Uniform Design Digital Illustration Digital, 11 x 17 

Figure 9: Water Magazine Cover Digital Illustration Digital, 8.5 x 11 

Figure 10: X-Ray Laser Poster Digital Illustration Digital, 11 x 17 

 



Figure 1: Beer Packaging. 



Figure 2: Gemini Celebri es. 



Figure 3: Football Magazine Spread. 



Figure 4: Logo and Rack Card for PYCH. 



Figure 5: PYCH Poster 1. 



Figure 6: PYCH Poster 2. 



Figure 7: PYCH Poster 3. 



Figure 8: Uniform Design. 



Figure 9: Water Magazine Cover. 



Figure 10: X‐Ray Laser Poster. 
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